Ben Nutland
A strong voice for Bristol South
Ben is a committed campaigner for social justice. He was inspired to join the
Liberal Democrats by Charles Kennedy and his opposition to the Iraq War since then he has been a passionate advocate for local people, working hard to
make sure peoples' voices are heard at the local and Parliamentary level.
Ben was born in Bristol and moved to nearby Yate at a young age. He is now the
Managing Director of a locally based international food company.
Ben is a UNICEF Children's champion in the South West for the United Nations.
In that role he is working hard to ensure the UK government listens and
understands the concerns and plight of the people of Syria and other unstable
regions where human rights are under threat.
At a national level, Ben works with the US Embassy in London as a member of
its Young Leaders UK initiative, helping to foster stronger relations between our
two countries. The Young Leaders programme has had the opportunity to meet
with and discuss major world issues with former President Barack Obama,
Secretary of State John Kerry and the civil rights leader Reverend Jesse Jackson.
Here in Bristol South, Ben wants to see more affordable housing and action on
rising rent and house-prices; our treasured parks looked after and protected;
improved transport links and investment in sustainable transport; a clean air zone
in Bristol to cut dangerous air pollution; and jobs and housing placed at
Hengrove Park in a way that leaves enough parkland for local people to enjoy.

On June 8th, choose Ben as our next MP...
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Web:
www.bristolsouth-libdems.org.uk
Email: ben.nutland@bristollibdems.org
Twitter: @BenNutland

What sort of future
do you want for
our country?

Election Communication

Ben Nutland
Liberal Democrat candidate for Bristol South

ANTI-BREXIT LIBERAL DEMOCRATS
Challenging the
damaging Hard Brexit
“Only the Lib Dems
can stop hard Brexit”
The Times, 4 March 2017

THE CONSERVATIVES’ HARD BREXIT
With more cuts to our NHS and schools
“Theresa May says she will take UK into
the hardest of Brexits.” - The Independent, 17 Jan 2017

Ben’s priorities:

“Hospital cuts planned in most of England”

AGAINST Hard Brexit

- BBC, 7 Feb 2017

LABOUR PARTY IN TOTAL CHAOS
Labour support the Conservatives on Brexit
Bristol South’s current Labour MP voted in favour of
Brexit... without any guarantees for European citizens
living here, nor offer of a referendum on the final deal.

FOR Schools and NHS
FOR more local Jobs
FOR the Environment
FOR Social Justice
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Schools: Why won’t the
Government listen?
Local schools are under threat from a
Conservative Party that has stopped
listening to local people in Bristol.
Conservative cuts to our schools means
fewer teachers and bigger classes.
Schools in Bristol are set to lose £34 million
from their budgets - the worst in the UK!

Ben Nutland is opposing unfair school cuts
that will hurt our children’s education

BREXIT: Who will
speak up for you?
The Conservatives WON’T
and Labour CAN’T.
Give this country the opposition
to Hard Brexit that it needs
and back the Liberal Democrats.
Ben Nutland voted Remain - and will stand
up to the Government against hard Brexit
The Lib Dems came 2nd in Bristol South in the
2005 and 2010 General Elections. Since the
Brexit referendum they surged, and just a couple
of weeks ago came 2nd again in Bristol South!

Lab Lib
30% Dem Con Ind
20% 18% 14%

How you voted in
Bristol South on
May 4th 2017

NHS at breaking point
Conservative cuts have left our NHS in dire
trouble. Waiting lists are longer, operations
cancelled, A&E under pressure as never before.
The Lib Dems will solve the crisis by increasing
income tax by a penny to fund a £6bn-a-year
cash injection for the NHS and social care.
Lib Dems are clear that our national healthcare
system must provide high quality care to all –
across both mental and physical health.

Ben Nutland and the Lib Dems will
fight for the funding our NHS needs

